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Dudley

“A recent drive to reduce food

waste has seen customers benefit

a range of new
dishes made with items
that historically would
have been binned.”
from

many
examples of forward
thinking while retaining
all of the traditional
charms regulars
embraces

Leicestershire
Owner Stratis Kyriacou has seen the future and is giving
his customers the chance to taste it. This Hinckley chippie
embraces many examples of forward thinking while
retaining all of the traditional charms regulars would
expect.
Yes, you can order traditional fish and chips. But Chris
has been having good success tempting his customers to
try one of the growing number of vegan or vegetarian
options at a discount. Whatever customers choose, they
can enjoy their takeaway guilt-free, taking it home in
bio-boxes inside a paper bag, before tucking in with a
wooden fork. They could also enjoy it in the community
park Stratis has opened opposite the shop. This sense
of community extends to the comprehensive recycling
regime. Customers can bring in their used cooking oil and
the restaurant will get it recycled.

Brighton

A recent drive to reduce food waste has seen
customers benefit from a range of new dishes made
with items that historically would have been binned. It
also hosts regular community events and has switched
to entirely biodegradable packaging.

“This Hinkley chippie

CHRIS’S FISH ‘N’ CHIPS

HAPPY MAKI

The Midlands Mexican restaurant is making veg-led
food tasty and interesting in an area where it can
make a big impact on both customers’ health and the
planet.

would expect.”

“A combination of good customer
flow and cooking to order

waste is kept to
a minimum. Any leftovers
means

are either shared with staff,
a homeless charity or a new
community café.“

The proof of the vegan sushi rolls is in the eating,
to coin a phrase. And if this Brighton restaurant’s
customers are anything to go by, then it’s definitely
winning. Yes, a good proportion of its customers are
vegan, but many are meat-eaters, plenty of whom
take two or three visits to even realise that the sushi
is fish-free.
A combination of good customer flow and cooking
to order means waste is kept to a minimum. Any
leftovers are either shared with staff, a homeless
charity or a new community café.
In a further bid to reduce waste, the guys at Happy
Maki now make their own teriyaki sauce, which has
cut packaging, and takeaways are now served in
biodegradable boxes. Meanwhile the restaurant has
recently switched to a 100% green energy supplier
too.
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